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Spring reality TV dates The Traitors Tournament of Champions Survivor 44

Chrisley Knows Best

Two more reality stars are going to
prison—and their show’s been cancelled
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Todd and Julie Chrisley, photographed for season 4 of Chrisley Knows
Best.(Photo by Tommy Garcia/USA Network)

 Andy Dehnart
Nov. 21, 2022, 8:51 pm |  2 comments

The list of reality TV stars who’ve gone from television to prison is getting
longer, now that two cable reality stars are going to prison for more than a
decade each.

They’ll join a significant roster of major reality TV stars and smaller players
who’ve gone to prison. Here’s a non-exhaustive list:

Survivor Borneo winner Richard Hatch spent five years in prison

Big Brother 9 winner Adam Jasinski was sentenced to four years in
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prison

Big Brother 9’s Matty McDonald went to prison for three years

The Real Housewives of New Jersey Teresa Guidice spent 11
months in prison

Jersey Shore’s Mike “The Situation” Sorrentino served eight months
in prison

So You Think You Can Dance choreographer Alex Da Silva spent
nine years in prison

Property Wars star Scott Menaged was sentenced to 17 years in prison

Dance Moms star Abby Lee Miller was sentenced to one year in prison
but was released early

The Real World San Francisco’s David “Puck” Rainey was
sentenced to two years in prison

Making the Band star Lou Pearlman died in prison

Meanwhile, American Ninja Warrior star Drew Drechsel is currently
facing life in prison, and The Real Housewives of Salt Lake City’s Jen
Shah is facing 50 years in prison.

Get reality TV in your inbox
Join other thoughtful and curious reality TV fans who
get my reality TV reviews, recommendations, and
analysis delivered to your inbox most Fridays
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I consent to receiving emails and personalized ads.
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Todd and Julie Chrisley will soon know
prison

Todd Chrisley and Julie Chrisley, stars of Chrisley Knows Best (Photos by
Tommy Garcia/USA Network)

Today, Chrisley Knows Best stars Todd Chrisley and Julie Chrisley were
each sentenced today, with Todd getting the longer sentence: more than a
decade of incarceration.

They were convicted of tax evasion and fraud earlier this year by a jury in
Atlanta.

Atlanta’s ABC affiliate, WSB TV, reported Monday that the “federal judge
sentenced Todd Chrisley to 12 years in prison plus 16 months probation. His
wife, Julie, was sentenced to 7 years in prison, plus 16 months probation.”

In a press release, IRS Special Agent in Charge in Atlanta, James E. Dorsey,
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said:

“The Chrisleys defrauded financial institutions and the Federal Government
through tax evasion and other fraudulent means in an effort to minimize
their tax liability, but project an image of wealth. This sentencing serves
notice that no matter a person’s celebrity status, there are severe
consequences for defrauding the American tax system.”

According to an earlier WSB report, Chrisley’s attorney asked for “a
combined sentence of limited incarceration, supervised release and
restitution,” in part because Todd’s mother and brother are both being
treated for cancer now.”

But the prosecutors’ 71-page sentencing memo asked for between 17 and 22
years for Todd, and 10 to 13 years for Julie, so they received more lenient
sentences. The memo said:

“The seriousness of their actions is further underscored by the fact that
neither defendant has expressed remorse for their crimes, instead
continuing to blame others for their own criminal conduct. Given the
seriousness of the Chrisleys’ crimes, a lengthy period of incarceration is
warranted.”

Chrisley Knows Best has been cancelled

Todd Chrisley (left) on his kids’ spin-off, Growing Up Chrisley. Chase
Chrisley and Savannah Chrisley (right) are moving to L.A. to get their own

show. (Photo by Cythina Hicks/USA Network)
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Their show has been on USA Network since March of 2014, which means
Todd will spend more time in prison than he’s spent getting famous on TV.

USA Network last aired episodes of season nine in August; season 10 had
been ordered but was not filmed.

Deadline reports that both Chrisley Knows Best and Chase and
Savannah’s spin-off Growing Up Chrisley have been cancelled, and so
has E!’s Love Limo, which Todd was going to host.

Todd: ‘children should have accountability’

Todd Chrisley, photographed for season 4 of
Chrisley Knows Best.(Photo by Tommy

Garcia/USA Network)
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In 2014, I interviewed the Chrisley family, and Todd told me why they
decided to expose their lives to the world on TV:

“We certainly did it for the branding opportunities, and the fact that we felt
like we could contribute something to that landscape. We contribute a
certain level of wholesomeness to that field—that we want the world to see
that children should have accountability for their actions, and they should
respect their parents, and that the parents should give the child a reason to
respect them.”

I wonder if he’s thrilled that the whole world is now seeing that adults
should have accountability for their actions, too.
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All reality blurred content is independently selected, including links to
products or services. However, if you buy something after clicking an
affiliate link, I may earn a commission, which helps support reality
blurred. Learn more.

More great stories
The Mole behind the scenes: how it was produced

Desi Williams on her DQ, rules, theft, and more: ‘not everything in The
Challenge is fair’

How fake are Real Housewives shows?

Survivor: behind the scenes

The Survivor rule book and Survivor cast contract

How The Amazing Race started: an oral history of CBS’s first race
around the world
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About the author

Andy Dehnart
Andy Dehnart is the creator of reality blurred and a writer and teacher
who obsessively and critically covers reality TV and unscripted
entertainment, focusing on how it’s made and what it means.

Discussion: your turn

I think of writing about television as the start of a conversation, and I value
your contributions to that conversation. We’ve created a community that
connects people through open and thoughtful conversations about the TV
we’re watching and the stories about it.

To share our perspectives and exchange ideas in a welcoming, supportive
space, I’ve created these rules for commenting here. By commenting below,
you confirm that you’ve read and agree to those rules.

Happy discussing!

2 COMMENTS

Comment
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Write your comment...

Name *

Name

Email *

Email

Terri
November 22, 2022 at 12:17 AM

AND….Jerry Harris, from Netflix’s Cheer. I think his sentence is 12
years.

Reply

Andy Dehnart
November 22, 2022 at 3:37 PM

Oh, yes! I wrote non-exhaustive because I knew I’d forget many,
and clearly even the most-recent!

Reply
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about reality blurred

Welcome! I’m Andy Dehnart, a writer
who obsessively and critically covers
reality TV, focusing on how it’s made
and what it means.

I created reality blurred 22 years ago
as a place to collect interesting links I
found. Today, I review and
recommend reality shows,
documentaries, and nonfiction
entertainment; analyze news and
report from behind the scenes; and
interview people who create and star
in reality TV shows. You'll also find
other people's insightful takes on
reality TV in these pages, too.

I believe pop culture can both
entertain and affect us, and so reality
blurred's goal is to amplify the best
and hold the worst accountable. In
other words, I’m here to call it out
when it sucks and celebrate it when
it’s amazing. Let’s talk about it
together!
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about reality blurred
reality blurred is your guide to the world of reality TV and unscripted
entertainment, with reality show reviews, news, and analysis. It was created in
2000 by Andy Dehnart, who's still writing and publishing it today.

reality blurred is regularly updated with highlights from the world of reality TV:
news and analysis; behind-the-scenes reports; interviews with reality TV show
cast members and producers; and recaps and reviews of reality TV
shows including Survivor, The Amazing Race, The Mole, Big Brother, The Great
British Baking Show, Shark Tank, Top Chef, Holey Moley, The Bachelor, Project
Runway, Dancing with the Stars, and many more.

reality TV recommendations in your inbox
Get reality TV news, reviews, and recommendations in your inbox every week.
My hand-crafted newsletter is sent most Fridays, and is free!
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